As a feature of the Q.T.S.A. dance, Robert Bingham, chairman, will announce the name of the May Queen of Milne at the event on May 10. The four literary societies, Quin, Sigma, Theta Mu, and Adelphi, cast their votes for the queen at their meetings on Tuesday.

This is one of Milne's newest traditions which the societies established last year. Any girl of the senior class may become the queen and she is usually selected for the great amount of attractiveness, charm and personality she possesses.

The first May Queen of Milne was Janet Jansing, '39, and Edward Starkweather, '39, was her escort.

Photographing of organizations of Milne to appear in the Bricks and Ivy, Milne yearbook, will get under way this afternoon at 2:30 in Page Hall Court.

The pictures will be made in the following order: Faculty, French Club, Glee Club, Dramatic Club, Crimson and White staff, and Bricks and Ivy staff. The photographing will continue next Wednesday afternoon at 2:30, when the following pictures will be made: Quin, Sigma, Adelphi, Theta Mu, Phi Sigma, G.A.C., and Hi-Y.

A page devoted to informal shots of seniors will be a special photographic feature of the publication this year, and in calling for snapshots, Robert Bingham, photographic editor of the Bricks and Ivy, requests, "If anyone has old or new informal snapshots of seniors, I would greatly appreciate it if he or she would bring them to me by the first of the week. If suitable, they will be used on the special page. If enough photos are received, an additional page may be allocated for this feature, as students have requested in previous years.

Formerly, the pictures have been borrowed from Albany newspapers, but this year, the Bricks and Ivy hopes to use photos that have never before been printed.

Students will receive their copies of the yearbook following the Class Night exercises.
A certain Junior seems to have developed a very decided interest in Menands of late.

APOLOGIES

The staff of the Crimson and White wishes to extend its apologies to Miss Blanche Fackler for neglecting to include her name in the honor roll printed last week. Miss Fackler has an average of 94.75%. 

Arthur Bates recently appointed a committee for planning the Baccalaureate service for the Senior Class. This service will be conducted the day before Commencement.

The committee consists of three students and three faculty members. They are as follows: G. Childs, A. Lozanis, A. Livermore

The committee will submit the plans to the Senior Class for their approval.

This is one Bob Ripley missed. Believe it or not Sally Devereaux consumed one strawberry shortcake and one chocolate eclair for lunch the other day. And she still keeps that and one chocolate eclair.

The opening Milne baseball game of the season will find the Milne team journeying to Rensselaer to tackle the Rensselaer outfit on their own diamond.


The Milne Tennis Team will play its first game May 1, on the Scott Terrace court in Schenectady. The game was postponed from April 24. The team is in good condition and expects to win the match. The members of the team are: D. Davidson, G. Lantz, M. Myers, A. Phinney, M. Swartz, and R. Wheeler.

Girls Sports Feature: Golf

Golf has been brought into the Milne girls' sports program for the first time by Miss Beth Hitchcock, physical education instructor. The sport was introduced because of the great demand for it in the girls' gym classes.

Until suitable weather, classes are to be conducted in the big gym every Monday between 6:30 and 7:30 in the evening. When weather conditions improve, the classes will be conducted at the Municipal Golf Course or the Driving Range on New Scotland Avenue.

This course is a big opportunity to get a real beginning in golf, so girls don't forget to sign up for it right away.
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The Care of Your School and Its Grounds

Are you interested in what other people may say about your school? Your school is where you live during the day; therefore everyone should treat it as such. Would you enjoy having someone remark about your muddy lawn or of the writing on your own house? Waste papers blowing across the grounds certainly do not add to the beauty of the landscape, although I will admit it is easier to let them fall, than to walk to a waste basket.

Then, too, you undoubtedly have your spring-time whim toward artistic drawing and initialings which are scribbled out on the sides of the building and on the desks. I know that paper gets to be a common material, but why must you pick on expensive property?

I can well understand that without these habits your life may seem a bit irregular, but I think a change now and then is good for everyone.

II. Student Council

The Student Council was organized in the fall of 1921, as the governing board of the school, with the idea of creating greater school spirit. This first Council had four representatives from the Senior class, two from the Junior class, three from the Sophomore class, and one each from the Freshman class, Crimson and White, and Athletic Association.

In September, 1924, when the Junior High School became a part of Milne, the present council system came into effect. For the Senior Council, one representative is chosen from each representative Junior-Lowerroom, and the four candidates for the presidency, nominated from the senior class, in the previous spring, automatically become the representatives of that class.

In the Junior Council, one boy and one girl are elected from each homeroom as members. One member of this council becomes a representative on the Senior Council.

In each case the student body represents by each Council votes for their president in the spring, while the other officers are chosen by the council the following fall.

This organization has gained more power throughout the years until now its duties consist of Charge of the school reception in the fall; balancing the budget, and overseeing of all interscholastic activities.

Thus Milne students, in an attempt to live democratically, have organized and developed a Student Council representative of themselves, and their school spirit.
Spring is here at last—are you in love? Do you constantly change from hot to cold, and have all sorts of queer symptoms? Do you have difficulty getting to sleep at night, and then wake up murmuring? Well, Jones—Ah, Wallis! Why not take this simple test and find out? There are no rules, no box since we send in, simply answer truthfully in a change.

1. When you see your girl, do you—
   a. Jump at her
   b. Drop your handkerchief
   c. Run the other way
   d. Put your slacks back on and rise to meet her.

2. If you saw the girl with another fellow, would you—
   a. Join them
   b. Join the Foreign Legion
   c. Wash your face and do it up
   d. Give up

3. When the "kiss" of your eye smiles at you, do you—
   a. Paint
   b. Kiss her
   c. Grin back at her
   d. Look coolly away
   e. Act as though you're used to it

4. When you say Good-night, do you—
   a. Tell her you love her
   b. Yell Good-night from the corner
   c.umble something and look at the floor
   d. Push her in the house and slam the door
   e. Drop her off at the corner
   f. Tell the other occupants of the car you'll only be a minute

If you answered yes to number 2 and 4 in each question, you know you're really in love. If you answered no to all other, you know it's not the real thing. For any further instructions regarding this complex question, be talking to the girl next to you in library.

QUIN-SIGMA LUNCHEON

Last Saturday at the Quin-Sigma luncheon, all the girls were commenting on how good the food was. The girls got only the best!

It seems that very few of the girls in either society like to drink coffee. What's the matter, girls, does it keep you awake?

Quite a few of the sophomores left early and missed out on some swell speeches. The two presidents gave the speeches and introduced the officers of their society.

The girls were no disappointed because it rained. They were all hoping to parade in their new spring ensembles—and then it poured. Oh, what a disappointment for the young ladus, but as a whole, the luncheon was a big success.
For Men Only:
That bet for fun

Spring is here at last! Are you in love? Do you constantly change from hot to cold, and have all sorts of queer symptoms? Do you have difficulty getting to sleep at night, and then wake up screaming, tillie Jones?—sh, tillie!

We don't take this simple test and then say there are rules, no horsey to send in, simply answer truthfully.

1. Are you in love? Do you consider yourself a boy or a girl? Are you in love?
   a. Dog at her
   b. Drop your handkerchief
   c. Run the other way
   d. Put your shoes back on and rise to meet her.

2. If you saw the girl with another fellow, would you?
   a. Join them
   b. Join the Foreign Legion
   c. Wash your hair and do it up
   d. Give up

3. When the "smile of your eye" smiles at you, do you:
   a. Paint
   b. Kiss her
   c. Grimace back at her
   d. Look coyly away
   e. Act as though you're used to it

4. When you say good-night, do you:
   a. Tell her you love her
   b. Tell good-night from the corner
   c. Tell something and look at the floor
   d. Push her in the house and slam the door
   e. Drop her off at the corner
   f. Tell the other occupants of the car you'll only be a minute

If you answered yes to number 2 and 4 in each section, you know you're really in love. If you answered no to all, you have not yet the real thing. For any further information regarding this complex question, try talking to the girl next to you in class.

ODDS AND ENDS

What Demure young junior lad prefers the odor of hand lotion to that familiar arsenic odor we hear? But the main reason is because certain young ladies objected.

As we've said before, hand-lotion is much more popular now. They use it/go green, but now we are seeing that boys, too. The best example we can think of are Carl Farnan and Carl France. Oh well, long as they're happy.

Did Tillie's gals get around! They even venture out of the city! We hope you have a good time at that Junior PTC in Glen Falls, Phyllis.

Some of our own Miltonites plus a few alumni had one small time Sunday night (from what we hear, the cause of such a time was a party). There weren't many people there, and quoted by one of our really prominent boys, we won't say who, you would be surprised, we take it that "the less kids, the more fun!"

QUIN-SIGMA LUNCHEON

Last Saturday at the Quin-Sigma luncheon, all the girls were commenting on how good the food was. The girls got only the best!

It seems that very few of the girls in either society like to drink coffee. What's the matter, girls, does it keep you awake?

Quite a few of the sophomores left early and missed out on some small speeches. The two presidents gave the speeches and introduced the officers of their society.

The girls were so disappointed because it rained. They were all hoping to parade in their new spring ensembles——and then it poured. Oh, what a disappointment for the young ladies, but as a whole, the luncheon was a big success.
STANDING VS. SITTING

Did you stand up in assembly last Monday when the orchestra played “America”? If you did you were wrong. The only time to rise in assembly for a song is during the playing of the Alma Mater or the National Anthem.

As you all know we should show due respect to our National Anthem but let’s show other people that we are intelligent. “America” is a very patriotic song, ranking next to the National Anthem which is “The Star Spangled Banner” but we should only stand for the Anthem and not “America”.

MY COUNTRY, ’TIS OF THEE, STAR SPANGLED BANNER

Did you lock down the Sports “Trend” of the above girls many things can be seen in your school. The following are some of the things which have been planned.

The first event for the spring schedule which will be held is a formal reception on May the 11th at 8 o’clock in the Page Hall Gym. The girls who will take part are: S. Borden, J. Judge, J. Davis, A. Bingle, J. Fisher, S. Hoyt, A. Cheadwater, L. Einstein, M. Altnerich, L. Home, J. O’Connell and D. Rider, et al. Mrs. Jersey in charge. Tickets will be purchased from any of the above girls at twenty-five cents each.

On May the 17th at 8:30 in the Army Armory the Alumni house show will be an attraction. The riders will discuss what they have been doing during the winter. Ribbons will be awarded for work and hands, jamming and group riding. Everyone is invited as there is no admission.

On May the 23rd at 4 o’clock is the date for the swimming meet at the YMCA pool. The various classes under the instruction of Miss Hitchcock will compete. The main events are swimming for form and racing for speed. The admission is free so come and bring a friend including your parents.

If spring ever gets here, the girls will go out for baseball, tennis, and golf. Each class will have scheduled baseball games. A varsity will be formed which will compete with other schools. Tennis tournaments for all those interested will be scheduled according to classes. The tennis team composed of the advanced players will also be in action at this time. At present the practices are at 6 o’clock on Thursdays in the big gym.

The golfers will also be going out as soon as the weather permits.

CLUB CAPERS

The Boys Cooking Club made Fruit Cream Pudding. It is made with oranges, milk, sugar, etc. We understood it turned out very well. If you want the recipe see any member of the club.

The Beginning Dancing Club was very much impressed by a jitterbug expert last week. He appeared to be trucking on a revolving floor. Maybe we have some promising dancers among the seventh graders after all.

The Photography Club has made pinhole cameras. They developed the film this week and intend to print it next week.

The Arts and Crafts Club is making miniature statues, pottery, ear drops, and bracelace.
Betty Jane Southwell's method of giving a birthday present for her father is amazing. She purchases the articles and then, very innocently puts them on her father's charge account.

Sid Stein is playing the role of Dan Cupid by taking his friends for a ride.

A few freshman girls have recently been looking upward (in years). The Juniors seem to hold an attraction for some certain Milne girls of the younger group.

What is this we hear about a new heart throbb for Nicky Mitchell. It's really amazing the way his heart jumps from one place to another.

The Auraria Club dance last Friday right turned out to be quite a Milne affair. There were many Senior High students there and the Junior High did not lack representation. It was an odd thing to note, however, that most of the girls went with boys from other schools and vice versa.

Well it's spring again and that means that the summer formal is rolling around. Since this dance is just around the corner, the girls would like to recall to the boys' memory what a good time the girls furnished for them at the last dance. Several boys have already cared girls but we won't be satisfied unless we see every girl with an escort at the coming dance.

Hal Gane will not fool around in the halls any more. After the tragedy which occurred last Monday, he will not take any more chances.

By the way, there was George Edick last Friday and Saturday nights?

What a surprise Vilma Tubbs gave us this Friday night.

Is there a promising relationship between Betty Southwell and Eleanor Mavor?

Charley Russell has already decided her major. She is going to be an algebra major.

We extend congratulations to Dick Tate for his beautiful illusion in Fingal last Monday. We also want to give Bill Speer credit for his brilliant performance in the little role. Congratulations to Miss Martin and Mr. Homer for the entertaining program they presented.